We have modified Illumina's GAII to run partial flowcells through minor changes in the instrument and fluidics scripts. These changes are suited for rapid protocol prototyping and sequencing experiments with unusual chemistry requirements.
Since the introduction of the technology nearly a decade ago, high-throughput sequencing has dramatically changed the approaches used to study biological systems (1) . These include global and targeted re-sequencing for SNP (2) and CNV characterization (3), ChIP-seq (4), transcriptome sequencing (5), and metagenome studies (6) . Illumina's platforms, including the Genome Analyzer II (GAII) and the HiSeq2000, use a sequencing-bysynthesis approach in which a single nucleotide is added to very large numbers of unique templates on a flowcell and the entire flowcell is imaged before adding a new nucleotide. This massive parallelization of sequencing has allowed for dramatic reductions in the cost of sequencing. Additional cost-efficiency, rapid sample turnover, and proper controlling of complex samples have been achieved through the use of parallel sequencing channels prepared and sequenced simultaneously on each optical flowcell.
A critical limitation of the Illumina system is the need to run eight lanes simultaneously and with identica l parameters (read-length, indexing , and chemistry type). This limitation is especially challenging on the older GAII machines that provide fewer bases per dollar than the HiSeq2000, often making it difficult to find enough samples to "fill out" a f lowcell. Here we present a series of simple modifications to the Illumina GAII instrument a nd X M L scripts that a l low the sequencer to run in a lane-by-lane manner. Flowcells can be clustered on any desired number of lanes using the Illumina cBot, sequenced, stored, and then clustered again on remaining lanes without appreciable reduction in intensity, cluster density, or accuracy of the run. Read quality is comparable with standard 8-lane runs after paired-end turnaround chemistry to a length of 80 nucleotides.
Materials and methods
Clustering Lane-by-lane clustering is performed on the Illumina cBot. Clustering kits (Part# GD-300-2001 and PE-300-2001 for single read and paired-end, respectively, Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA) were modified by labeling reagent tubes with their reagent number. Tubes corresponding to unused lanes were cut away while frozen (Figure 1a) . Unused reagents can be stored frozen for future runs. Empty wells on the reagent plate were replaced with tube strips (Part# MP73004L , Nova Biostorage Plus, Canonsburg, PA) filled with high salt buffer (Solution PR1 in all SBS kits for the Genome Analyzer, Illumina, Inc.) to prevent dehydration of the f lowcell. Lane 1 was always included in the first set of lanes clustered on a given f lowcell to permit edge-finding and tilt-setting.
Imaging
Imaging was limited to desired lanes in order to reduce run time. The XML recipe files were edited to remove the "Lane Index" line entry for each unused lane under the "TileSelection" header ( Figure 1b) . Note that while this does not prevent the brief imaging during calibration, full within-read imaging is restricted to the active lanes.
Reagent delivery
In order to preserve high signal-to-noise ratios during longer runs, salt solution in the inactive lanes was removed. Prior to each read, deionized water was flushed across the entire flowcell while the reagent manifold was still in the standard configuration, pre-charging the inactive lanes with salt-free medium.
Following the water wash, reagent flow was physically limited to the desired lanes by inactivating the pumps corresponding to the unused lanes. The plunger ends of the syringe-pumps for the unused lanes were disconnected from the motorized crossbar by removing the connecting screws while in the top position (Figure 1c) .
The reagent delivery volume settings were changed to compensate for the effect of fewer pumps on rates of flow.
The default delivery volumes in the XML recipe file (the "PumpToFlowcell" variables of each "Chemistry Name" item under the Chemistry Definitions) were transformed using the following formula:
where V C is the nominal volume after compensating for fewer pumps, V O is the default volume listed in the XML file, V I is the inlet line volume for the given reagent, and L is the number of active lanes.
In cases where a chemistry definition calls for the same solution multiple times in a row, only the first volume is transformed. In addition, the volumes for solutions 13, 14, and 15, which are delivered under the "Resynthesis" chemistry name item for paired-end recipes only, are not transformed using this formula but are instead multiplied by a factor of 1.5.
Inlet line volumes were determined experimentally for each reagent. For our GAII, they were approximately 150 µL for reagents housed on the GAII (solutions 1-7) and 550 µL for reagents on the pairedend module (PEM, solutions 9-27). These correspond to 15 and 55 units in the XML recipe respectively. Line volumes may vary between instruments and therefore we recommend confirming them for each specific machine.
Several sources of cross-lane contamination were identified and mitigated during initial testing. The system was thoroughly washed prior to each run to eliminate any bubbles in the syringe-pumps that, by expanding and contracting during pump cycles, could draw fluid between active and inactive lanes through the inlet manifold (Figure 1d ). On longer runs (>40 nucleotides per read), 400 µL of additional volume was added on top of the compensated volumes in order to facilitate in-lane mixing, followed by a 5 s pause after each delivery to equilibrate the current solution into the inactive lanes, followed by another 200 µL pulse to complete the delivery with non-contaminated reagent. We refer to these additional steps for long read quality as "pause-andpulse" delivery. When used, these changes do not apply to PEM reagents.
Paired-end reagents
Paired-end reagents are thawed and divided into aliquots for multiple uses. Reagents that are not used for the current run can be divided into separate tubes and flashrefrozen in liquid nitrogen one time without negatively affecting their performance in paired-end turnaround chemistry.
Recipe generation
We developed a Python script (for Python 2.7 or later) that converts existing recipes into equivalent versions running an arbitrary selection of lanes in order to avoid human error and facilitate generation of the large variety of possible lane-by-lane recipe files. Lane imaging and reagent delivery volumes are automatically adjusted, run times are estimated, and user alerts are inserted to remind operators to disconnect and reconnect syringe pumps at appropriate times. Pause-and-pulse delivery for long reads is optional. For easy identification, the output XML files are named based on their parameter selection.
By default our Python script implements a switch to two-lane operation during the turnaround phase of any one-lane run, sacrificing a non-sequencing lane to conserve time and reagents as we found that paired-end resynthesis chemistry with only one active lane had prohibitively high consumption. This option can be turned off at recipe generation.
Results and discussion
Initial experiments with food dye were used to validate lane-by-lane control of reagent show strong initial quality of the read with the median error rate remaining well below 1% out to 80 nucleotides and below 2% through 100 nucleotides. Above 100 nucleotides, the error rate climbed rapidly. The increase in error rate occurs more rapidly than that seen during standard full flowcell GAII runs (Figure 2c) .
We next evaluated the effects of repeated use of a f lowcell on basic sequencing metrics. In order to simulate the partial re-use conditions that would occur normally in the laboratory, single lanes of a Genome Analyzer single-read flowcell v2 were alternately clustered with phiX and sequenced over the course of two weeks. Lanes 1-4 were clustered and run sequentially followed by a 4-lane run using the rest of the flowcell. Sequencing reagents were changed after the third run and pause-and-pulse delivery was not used due to the shortness of the read.
Data quality remained similar over the course of the five cluster-sequence cycles. Neither absolute cluster density nor density of clusters passing Illumina's informatic filters showed a decrease over time. Both cluster density metrics varied less than 20% across all clusters, suggesting that repeated cycles of washes on the flowcell do not negatively impact the clustering process (Figure 2d) . Repeated use of the same flowcell over multiple sequencing runs did not appreciably reduce per-base intensities, which diminished less than 20% for A and C and less than 10% for G and T ( Figure  2e ) and base frequencies varied less than 5%, as expected (Figure 2f) .
Finally, we evaluated the performance of partial flowcells in paired-end sequencing by clustering genomic DNA on a 4-lane, 40 nucleotide by 40 nucleotide paired-end flowcell using pause-andpulse delivery and turnaround reagents that had been divided and flash-refrozen once (Figure 2g ). The median error rate remained below 1.0. The percentage of perfect reads remained above 80% and the median Q-score remained above 35. These metrics apply to both forward and reverse reads and differ less than 20% from the same metrics for an 8-lane, 35 nucleotide by 35 nucleotide paired-end comparison flowcell (Figure 2h) .
The modifications outlined above enable GAII users to routinely perform small-scale experiments that were previously constrained by the grouped operation of the flowcell lanes. This method can be used for an arbitrarily small number of lanes, eliminating the need to wait for eight lanes of matching parameters before clustering and increasing the per-base speed of sequencing as the number of lanes is decreased (Table 1) . Flowcells have been stored for up to one month in a partially clustered state without observable decreases in the performance of the unclustered lanes (data not shown).
Lane-by-lane sequencing allows for high quality metrics for up to 80 nucleotides on each read and is readily adapted for multi-lane experiments requiring different chemistries for each lane. This flexibility allows the GAII to efficiently handle unusual experimental designs. Applications for which it has been successfully utilized in our lab include laneby-lane priming of the reverse read of a paired-end run, which is impossible in the native operation of the instrument due to the universal delivery of a single read two primer mix to all lanes. The HiTS-FLIP method is also highly amenable to laneby-lane sequencing, since each lane can now receive a separate f low of protein for binding affinity measurements, independent of the other lanes (7) . While the method is limited to reads of 80 nucleotides, further refinement may enable longer read lengths. We also note that the Illumina HiSeq uses a similar fluidics architecture to the Genome Analyzer. As such, the physical modifications we present here should be readily adaptable to the higher throughput system and laneby-lane sequencing may be achievable on the HiSeq.
